Abstract-The influence of the limited acceptance angle of a high-finesse microcavity two-photon absorption photodetector on its response has been investigated. It is shown that the limited acceptance angle of the microcavity explains the observed asymmetry seen in the spectral dependence of the microcavity. The theory describing the influence of the acceptance angle allows for an optimum incident beam waist for any cavity structure to be calculated, with an optimum spot diameter of 7 m having been calculated for the microcavity under test. The theory also enables the calculation of an optimum incident spot size for any microcavity. It is shown that a cavity with higher overall reflectivity require larger input spot sizes in order to optimize the level of generated two-photon absorption.
I. INTRODUCTION
T WO-PHOTON absorption (TPA) in semiconductors has recently received interest as it can be employed to characterize very short optical pulses, with characterization of optical pulses as short as 6 fs using TPA in GaAsP having been demonstrated [1] . TPA in silicon has been shown as a means of harvesting electrical energy using the two-photon photovoltaic effect [2] . TPA has been shown to be useful in measuring numerous network impairments such as chromatic dispersion [3] , optical signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR) [4] and polarization mode dispersion [5] . However, TPA in semiconductors is always a very inefficient process. To improve the detection sensitivity various detectors have been proposed, such as waveguide detectors with a very long absorption length [6] and avalanche photodiodes with a very high internal gain [7] . These schemes have achieved great improvement in detection sensitivity; however they still suffer from the residual single-photon absorption (SPA) problem. This residual SPA results in a requirement for high peak input signal powers in order for TPA to be dominant so optical amplifiers are needed in order to use these detectors on low peak power optical pulses such as those found in optical telecommunications systems. Single-photon counters are reported to have a high TPA sensitivity and low residual SPA, but they need complex electric circuits to identify effective counts from dark counts [8] .
Using a high-finesse planar microcavity to improve the TPA efficiency is a promising technique. Our group has previously demonstrated that the use of a microcavity can enhance the level of TPA by a factor of 10,000 when compared with the non cavity case [9] . A microcavity has also been shown to preferentially enhance TPA relative to SPA [10] . To further reduce the requirement for high peak power input signals one simple and convenient technique is to focus the light onto the detector to make the focused spot size as small as possible. As TPA is inversely proportional to the spot area while SPA is independent of spot area a smaller spot size results in an increased TPA signal while the SPA signal remains unchanged. For microcavity detectors, there is a trade off associated with the decreased spot size. A high-finesse microcavity has a limited acceptance angle which is associated with the spectral width of the cavity. A tightly focused spot produces incident components some of which have large incidence angles that exceed the acceptance angle of the cavity. In this paper, we analyze the influence of the limited acceptance angle of high-finesse microcavities on the TPA enhancement achieved by these cavities. We also analyze the dependence of the cavity spectrum on the spot size of the incident signal. This analysis allows for the calculation of an incident spot size for any TPA microcavity detector which allows the level of generated TPA to be optimized.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
We consider a continuous wave (CW) Gaussian beam normally incident on a microcavity detector. The enhancement of a short optical pulse in a microcavity has previously been analyzed in [11] . Shown in Fig. 1(a) is a Gaussian beam incident from air onto the microcavity detector surface, with the surface of the detector shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The electric field of the Gaussian beam can be expressed in air as (1) is the wavenumber in vacuum, is the incident wavelength, is the position of the minimum beam waist, and are two orthogonal axes which are both orthogonal to which is the direction of propagation of the Gaussian beam, is the beam radius at , is the beam radius at . To calculate the field in the active layer which is sandwiched between two highly reflective Bragg mirrors, we decompose the field at the detector surface [ as shown in Fig. 1(a) ] into plane waves with different lateral wavenumbers by calculating the Fourier transform (2) where and are the wavenumbers in the and directions. Each plane wave component will produce a corresponding wave in the active layer with the change in the incident plane wave characterized by the cavity transfer function (3) where , , is refractive index of the active material, is the active layer thickness, is the transmissivity of the front mirror for light incident from air, and are front and back mirror reflectivity's for light incident from inside the active region, ( represents , and ) are the phase shifts associated with , and respectively. The reflection and transmission phase shifts are assumed to be zero for normally incident plane waves at the mode wavelength.
The start position of the active layer is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The round-trip phase shift determines the mode wavelength. If the lateral wavenumbers are equal to zero, i.e., for a normally incident plane wave, the mode wavelength is taken to be . Around the change in the round-trip phase shift can be approximated using a first order Taylor expansion as (4) where (5) (6) where is the refractive index at , , is the effective length of the cavity used in describing the dependence of on , is the effective length used to describe the dependence of on incident angle . If , the dependence of the mode wavelength on both the lateral wavenumbers and the incident angle is (7) where , is the group index. In (3) the numerator describes the standing wave distribution and the denominator describes the enhancement achieved by the reflection from the mirrors. As a simplification we assume that the dependence of the transfer function on both the incident wavelength and the lateral wavenumbers is dominated by the change in the denominator, i.e., we neglect the changes in the standing wave distribution with wavelength and the lateral wavenumbers. This simplification is possible for high-finesse microcavities as the deviation of incident wavelength is kept within a few nanometers of and the incident angle is less than approximately 50 degrees off normal incidence as angles of incidence within this range have a phase dependence on incidence angle which is linear. The approximated transfer function is (8) where (9) is the field inside the cavity for a normally incident plane wave at resonance; is the dependence of the phase change in the top mirror on for light on its initial transmission through the top mirror , , is the dependence of the effective length of the top mirror on for . Both and are calculated from as in (5) and (6). We then modify (8) using the spectral width and acceptance angle of the cavity as they are both easily measured experimentally. The spectral width ( , full-width at half maximum, FWHM) for normally incident plane waves can be expressed as (10) The cavity acceptance angle with incident can be expressed using (7), (10) as (11) If is incident at an angle half that of the acceptance angle then the intensity inside the cavity will be half the normal incidence value. The cavity spectral width and the acceptance angle are related to each other through (7). We then re-write (8) as (12), shown at the bottom of the page, where
. With the approximated transfer function we can calculate the field inside the cavity from the inverse Fourier transform. It can also be seen that is the Fourier transform of . The field inside the active layer can now be described as (13), also shown at the bottom of the page, where some unimportant phase factors have been omitted. The field dependence on is in (12) and is omitted in (13) for compactness. With (13) we can calculate the electric field in the active layer and the level of TPA. We use a relative value called the correction factor to describe the cavity effect which is defined as the ratio between the TPA generated in the active layer with and without the influence of the cavity's limited acceptance angle. (14) where (15) is the TPA enhancement for a normally incident plane wave at resonance. The factor is a convolution of the dependence of cavity enhancement on both the incident wavelength and incident angle due to changes in as shown in (4).
III. INVESTIGATION OF A MICROCAVITY TPA DEVICE
The microcavity used for all simulations and experimental work in this paper is a microcavity which is resonant at 1558.9 nm and has a GaAs active region. The cavity has 14 p-doped Ga Al As Ga Al As top mirror pairs and 24 n-doped Ga Al As Ga Al As bottom mirror pairs. The microcavity response is characterized using a signal provided by a continuous wave external cavity tunable laser. The signal is amplified by an Erbium-doped-fiber-amplifier (EDFA) which provides sufficient optical power to access the TPA dominant absorption regime. Due to the generation of TPA photocurrent in a microcavity photodetector being intrinsically polarization sensitive, the signal is passed though a polarization controller so that the polarization onto the detector can be selected [12] . The polarization is rotated so as to maximize the photocurrent at resonance and is then kept constant for these measurements. The polarization controller consists of an input polarizer and a half-and quarter-wave plate. The lens arrangement has been profiled to ensure that the beam it produces has a Gaussian profile with a value of of m. A -scan measurement was carried out by moving the microcavity along the propagation direction of the input beam. The microcavity is translated from m to m with the beam remaining centered in the aperture of the microcavity. The input signal for all measurements is placed as close to normally incident on the microcavity as the measurement setup allows. The optimum focus position which is the position which maximizes the TPA response is set as being m. From the theory it is found that this position does not correspond to the position which has the centered on the absorbing region.
The optical power on the microcavity was kept constant at 10 mW for the -scan measurements. As increases the microcavity is being moved away from the lens. At each position the spectral dependence of the microcavity with TPA dominant is measured. This spectral response is asymmetric with the TPA response showing stronger wavelength dependence for wavelengths which are greater than , see Fig. 2 . The maximum photocurrent for each focus position is recorded, see Fig. 3 . It is (12) (13) Fig. 2 . Wavelength dependence of the microcavity for different focus positions with the microcavity operating in the TPA dominant regime with associated theoretical fits. The wavelength axis of each spectrum is centered and normalized to the maximum TPA response. seen that the dependence of the peak TPA response on focus position is asymmetric about m. For positions with m less TPA is generated than for equivalent distances of m. For both Figs. 2 and 3 the contribution of SPA to the detected photocurrent was estimated, as in [10] . It is found for Fig. 2 that while the TPA photocurrent is the SPA photocurrent is approximately 2 nA. When the wavelength is detuned the SPA contribution increases with the TPA photocurrent being while the SPA photocurrent is approximately . For Fig. 3 the TPA generated photocurrent at m is 180 nA while the SPA photocurrent is approximately 1.6 nA. For Fig. 3 at m and m the TPA generated photocurrent is while the SPA photocurrent is approximately 1.6 nA.
In order to fit the observed asymmetry in the microcavity response using the theory outlined above, the spectral width of the microcavity response must be measured. To do this the microcavity is initially placed away from the optimum focus position so that the diameter of the signal incident in the detector is m. The input signal is larger than the m in diameter aperture of the microcavity; see Fig. 1(b) . With such a large spot size it is easier to access the SPA dominant regime. The wavelength is tuned across the cavity resonance for SPA and TPA dominant regimes which are achieved with 1 mW and 30 mW incident on the detector respectively as shown in Fig. 4 . The spectral response of the SPA spectrum is fitted using a Lorentzian function. From this fitting and are calculated as being 1.97 nm and 1558.9 nm respectively. The average reflectivity of the microcavity is then calculated using , which gives a value of which is 0.963. This corresponds to a cavity finesse of 85.4 and a FSR of 168.3 nm. The spectra in Fig. 4 are normalized to the peak photocurrent and their wavelength axis shifted to centre their peak response at the 0 nm position. The remaining two unknowns necessary to fit the microcavity response are and . Both and are calculated theoretically for the device structure under test using the transverse matrix method, with values of m and m being calculated respectively. The calculated acceptance angle for this cavity is 12.99 degrees.
When fitting the experimental data with the theory, the device is found to be best fit by taking the incident signal on the microcavity as being 4.5 degrees off normal which is within the alignment accuracy of the experimental setup. The angle is included in the theory by adding the momentum resulting from the angle to . The fitting of both the spectral and focus position dependence of the TPA response are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively to fit the experimental data well. The asymmetry in the spectral response in Fig. 2 is due the angular dependence of the cavity resonance wavelength (7) . Since the input signal is focused some of the input signal is resonant at wavelengths less than . The asymmetry in the peak TPA response shown in Fig. 3 is due to the resultant effective spot size of the focused signal in the absorbing region of the microcavity. For (converging beam) the effective spot size decreases due to multiple roundtrips in the cavity whereas for a diverging beam the effective spot size is larger than the incident spot size. From the theory it is found that the TPA response is not maximized when is centered in the cavity. The signal is instead maximized approximately m from this position which corresponds to a converging input optical signal being input onto the microcavity. Using the theory a value of for the input signal can be calculated which optimizes the level of TPA generated in the microcavity. This is done by simulating the dependence of on , as described by (14). In the absence of a cavity, the TPA response is inversely proportional to the spot area, see Fig. 5(a) . The TPA response in the cavity is more complicated. As the value of is changed so to does the resonant wavelength and the optimum focus position (value of ) of the cavity. In the theoretical analysis, when calculating the level of TPA generated for each value of the values of and are changed so as to optimize the TPA response. The peak TPA response for each value of is recorded; see Fig. 5(a) . We find that the spot size which maximizes the TPA response in the cavity is not the smallest possible spot size. The value of is also shown versus . The TPA generated in the cavity relative to the non-cavity case increases with increasing spot size, as the input signal is more efficiently coupled to the resonant cavity mode. The optimum for the microcavity structure under test was calculated as being m. Once the incident spot size exceeds the optimum value the level of TPA generated in the structure decreases. This is due to the increasing spot area dominating the cavity TPA response. The value of is shown to approach 1 as the incident spot size becomes larger as the incident beam becomes more like a plane wave. The optimum spot size for an arbitrary microcavity structure is also simulated. The structures simulated all have the same bottom mirror as the microcavity under test but the number of top mirrors is varied in order to find the dependence of the optimum value on , see Fig. 5(b) . It is shown that for larger values of (approaching 1.00) the optimum incident spot size increases rapidly.
IV. CONCLUSION
In order to use a TPA detector at low optical input powers tight focusing of the input beam is essential. A planar microcavity has a limited acceptance angle and so different angular components have different levels of enhancement in the cavity. For a high-finesse microcavity TPA detector, this results in an asymmetrical cavity spectral response and also an asymmetrical response to the focus position. The influence of the acceptance angle on the TPA response of the microcavity means that to optimize the level of TPA generated by a microcavity, the optimal spot size for the microcavity must be calculated. In this paper an optimized incident focused spot diameter of m has been calculated as being optimal so as to maximize the generated TPA photocurrent for the microcavity under test. While measurements were carried out for a microcavity with a reflectivity of 0.963 we have also calculated the optimal incident focused spot size for cavities with different overall reflectivities. With increasing reflectivity the dependence on incident angle becomes increasingly important and as such the optimal incident spot size increases rapidly.
